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A Word from the Editors
This issue came together a bit slowly
while we transitioned the Update
committee. As a newly elected member
of the AALA Board of Directors, Paul
Goeringer has stepped off the committee
but will serve as our board liaison. Many
thanks to Paul for several years of service
as a co-editor of the Update and his work
on this Update issue. Members Jesse
Richardson and Jackie Schweichler have
joined the committee and are already at
work on the first issue of 2021, which
will feature articles on topics addressed
at AALA’s 2020 symposium.

Food law is the focus of our feature
articles in this issue. Our guest editor,
Allison Condra, has compiled several
articles reflecting current issues in
food law. We hope you’ll gain insight
from the articles and enjoy the “tools
of the trade” contributions from AALA
members. We’ve also included the latest
Agricultural Law Bibliography from
the National Agricultural Law Center.
We are grateful to the engagement of
members who’ve contributed to this
issue of the Update.
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Happy reading and happy holidays to all,
AALA Update Editorial Committee
Peggy Kirk Hall, The Ohio State
University, aglaw@osu.edu

Jesse Richardson, West Virginia
University College of Law,
jesse.richardson@mail.wvu.edu
Jackie Schweichler, Penn State Law,
jks251@psu.edu

Tools of the Trade
AALA members in the Buckeye State offer a few ideas that may aid you in your work. If you have a tip to share with members, please send it to the editors.

The Personal Touch of Including a Thank You with Your Bill
Evin Bachelor
Evin is an attorney with Wright & Moore Law Co. LPA in Delaware, Ohio.

Most of us practice in agricultural law
because we enjoy the content area, but
also because we appreciate and love
the clientele. We work for farmers,
ranchers, and landowners. These are
down-to-earth, no nonsense people who
help deliver us new clients via wordof- mouth. They are our family, friends,
and neighbors, and as clients should
be treated as such from start to finish.
Whenever my family or friend does
something for me, I was raised to say
thank you. This is why I like to include
some sort of thank you letter or note

whenever I send a bill to a client.
The letter is usually short. Just a couple
sentences to say thank you for choosing
me, I enjoyed working you, you are
all set for the time being, reach out if
you need anything moving forward,
and please find your bill enclosed.
Sometimes I will include a comment
about something they mentioned in the
initial meeting or on a phone call so that
they know it is not a form letter. Maybe
it takes me 5 minutes.

The thank you is not something that
you can bill for, but it is an investment.
Rather than having their last memory of
working with you just be a costly bill, by
including a thank you, you have made
sure that your client knows that you care.
It is a simple gesture that takes little
effort to add, but gives your client one
more reason to like you. Hopefully one
more reason for them to come back to
you for any future legal needs, refer their
family and friends to you, and maybe
even send you a Christmas card.
Thank you for reading!

Finding New Sources Using Westlaw Folder Analysis
Hannah Scott
Hannah is a Research Fellow with the National Agricultural Law Center, a 3L at the University of Cincinnati College of Law, and program manager
for the Center for Cooperatives at Ohio State University.

When I begin researching a legal topic
that is new to me, I want to be sure that
I’m not missing the various facets of
an issue, important related topics, or,
perhaps most importantly, key cases,
treatises, or articles. But how do I make
sure that I am not missing something
important when I don’t know what I
don’t know? Westlaw’s Folder Analysis
tool helps. As I research a new topic, I
save the sources that are on point in a
dedicated folder. Not only can I easily

get back to the sources, Westlaw analyzes
the resources I save, identifies common
issues, and recommends additional
resources. The folder analysis tool is in
the upper right corner with an expansion
tab that allows me to view Westlaw’s
issues analysis and recommendations.
For example, I am currently researching
personal liability for directors of
agricultural cooperatives. My Westlaw
folder contains a lot of resources that
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might be pertinent to such a broad
issue. The Folder Analysis has identified
five common issues and 29 additional
recommended sources. As I save new
sources, the analysis is updated, and new
recommendations are added. While not
all the recommendations are on point,
they alert me to issues I may not have
considered and help me ensure that I am
not overlooking important sources. I
recommend trying the tool the next time
you are learning about a new legal issue.

Converting from an In-Class to an Online Debate Assignment
Peggy Kirk Hall
Peggy teaches Agribusiness Law in the College of Food, Agricultural & Environmental Sciences
at The Ohio State University.

When advised that COVID required me
to convert my undergraduate class in
Agribusiness Law to an online format,
I worried about replacing the debate
assignment that I typically assign in the
class. The debate assignment works well
in a live class room setting, where I can
divide students into small groups and
monitor as they debate one another--not
so easy in an online classroom. Having
a large number of online students and
random connectivity issues complicated
the logistics. Even with the “breakout
rooms” option on Zoom, I wasn’t
confident that I could manage a dozen
debate groups effectively.

wondered if that was a result of viewing
themselves on video or re-recording
their presentations. I appreciated that I
could associate a face with a name, stop
a video to comment or raise a question,
or repeat a video if necessary. But most
exciting was the opportunity to hear a
student thinking out loud, an attribute
of the live classroom that’s difficult to
replace in an online classroom.

My solution was to revise the debate
to an out-of-class assignment and have
students debate themselves. Each
student selected an issue statement from
a list that I provided. A student had to
research both sides of the issue, then
create a video presenting arguments
and rebuttals for each side of the issue.
I intentionally left the video details a bit
vague, outlining only minimum time
requirements. I added the requirement
to reach a conclusion or solution for
the issue at the end of the debate,
based upon their analysis of each side.
Students uploaded their debates to the
course website along with a written
bibliography.
The debate was my favorite grading
assignment of the semester. The
videos were better than expected in
several ways. Nearly all students were
surprisingly thorough in their analysis,
seemingly better prepared than I had
observed in a live classroom debate.
Having freedom to do so, students
structured their arguments in a variety of
ways. Some covered one side completely
before moving to another while others
used a point/rebuttal format, and some
used PowerPoint and visuals to organize
or emphasize their points. Most
conclusions were well-grounded, and I
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Agricultural Law Update
The official newsletter of the American
Agricultural Law Association
Agricultural Law Update Committee
Peggy Hall, Jesse Richardson, and Jackie
Schweichler
Agricultural Law Update is published by
the American Agricultural Law
Association. Copyright 2020 by the
American Agricultural Law Association.
All rights reserved. No part of this
newsletter may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording, or by any
information storage or retrieval system,
without permission in writing from the
publisher.
This publication is designed to provide
accurate and authoritative information in
regard to the subject matter covered. It is
distributed with the understanding that the
publisher is not engaged in rendering legal,
accounting, or other professional service.
If legal advice or other expert assistance
is required, the services of a competent
professional should be sought.
Views expressed herein are those of the
individual authors and should not be
interpreted as statements of policy by the
American Agricultural Law Association,
its officers or its members. Letters and
editorial contributions are welcome and
should be directed to:
Peggy Kirk Hall
e-mail: hall.673@osu.edu
Jesse Richardson
email: jesse.richardson@mail.wvu.edu
Jackie Schweichler
email: jks251@psu.edu
For AALA membership information,
contact:
Scott Heidner
Executive Director
American Agricultural Law Association
825 S Kansas Ave, Suite 500
Topeka, KS 66612
email: scott@aglaw-assn.org
AALA on the web:
www.aglaw-assn.org

The Agricultural Law Bibliography
The National Agricultural Law
Center maintains the Agricultural
Law Bibliography at https://
nationalaglawcenter.org/ag-lawbibliography/. We’ve included the
recently published Second Quarter
Update of the bibliography below.
Agribusiness Corporations
Note, Monsanto and Mergers: How
Antitrust Got Borked and How Courts
Can Take It Back, 24 DRAKE J. AGRIC.
L. 143-164 (2019).
Agricultural Law: Attorney Roles and
Educational Programs
Special Festschrift Edition: Celebrating
the Scholarship and Work of Professor
Neil Hamilton. 24 DRAKE J. AGRIC. L.
165-174 (2019).
Walker, Introduction, Celebrating
Neil Hamilton: Reflections of a
Colleague and Former Dean, 165174.
Hines, A Concise History of the
Iowa Agricultural Law Center:
1953-1973.
Centner, What I Learned from
Neil Hamilton about Developing a
Research Program, 217-224.
Zwagerman, Beyond the Law:
What I Learned about Agricultural
Law, Mentoring, Teaching, and
Success from Professor Neil
Hamilton, 287-296.
Russell, The Legacy of Professor
Neil Hamilton, 255-262.
Schutz, Anthony B. Neil Hamilton's
Agricultural Localism, 263-270.
Vilsack & Miller, What I Learned
from Neil Hamilton about the
Important Connection between
Producers, Consumers, and
Everyone along the Way, 271-278.
Viti, Farming, Freedom, and
Democracy: What I Have Learned
from Professor Neil Hamilton,
279-286.

Anderson, Neil Hamilton, Aldo
Leopold, and the Ethics of
Conservation, 199-206.
Animal Rights
Stilt, Constitutional Innovation and
Animal Protection in Egypt, 43 LAW &
SOC. INQUIRY 1364-1390 (2018).
Note, Endangering Missouri's Captive
Cervid Industry, 84 MO. L. REV. 561579 (2019).
Comment, Skinning the Cat: How
Mandatory Psychiatric Evaluations for
Animal Cruelty Offenders can Prevent
Future Violence, 21 SCHOLAR 167-194
(2019).
Note, The State of modern South Korean
Animal Cruelty Law: An Overview
with Comparison to relevant United
States and Swiss Law and the Future, 18
WASH. U. GLOBAL . STUD. L. REV.
665-690 (2019).
Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of Animal
Law, 25 ANIMAL L. 297-445 (2019).
Foreword by Rep. Earl Blumenauer.
Tischler & Frasch, Animal Law: The
Next Generation, 304-316.
Favre, Five More Years for the
Animals, 342-358.
Wise, The Struggle for the Legal
Rights of Nonhuman Animals
Begins: The Experience of the
Nonhuman Rights Project in New
York and Connecticut, 368-382.
Perry, A Quarter of a Century
of Animal Law: Our Roots, Our
Growth, and our Stretch Toward the
Sun, 395-414.
Sullivan, Farmed Animals: The Past
is Prologue, the Future is (almost)
Here, 435-445.
Deckha, Personal Reflections on
Being a Postcolonial Feminist
Animal Law Professor, 415-419.
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Schaffner, Ruminations on TwentyFive Years of Animal Law, 421-432.
Kasten, Survey of Illinois Law:
Animal Law, 43 S. ILL. U. L. J. 827843 (2019).
Eberly, Establishing and Enforcing a
Right to Truthful Information about
Pig Farming in a Fake News Era, 34
J. LAND USE & ENVTL. L. 291-312
(2019).
Lee, From Footnote to Forethought:
Considering the Consequences of
Large-Scale, Industrialized Animal
Agriculture in Developing Nations,
25 UC DAVIS J. INT'L L. & POL'Y
101-138 (2019).
Lanza, Keeping the "Live" in Live
Animal Air Cargo Transport,
Reprint, 84 J. AIR L. & COM. 229249 (2019).
Comment, The Show-Me State's
hidden Cruelty: How Missouri's AgGag Laws Unconstitutionally Silence
Animal-Welfare Whistleblowers, 63
ST. LOUIS U. L. J. 611-639 (2019).
Bankruptcy
Note, Red Rover, Red Rover, Please
let me Keep Rover: Pet Exemptions in
Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Proceedings, 58
WASH. U. J. L. & POL'Y 297-318 (2019).
Energy Issues
Dellinger, Electric Utility Wildfire
Liability Reform in California, 49
ENVTL. L. REP. NEWS & ANALYSIS
11003-11018 (2019).
Note, The "Moo"ve to Renewable Energy
in Kentucky begins with the Dairy
Industry, 11 KY. J. EQUINE, AGRI. &
NAT. RESOURCES L. 135-158 (20182019).
Cassuto, Under the Radar: The Costs and
Benefits of Wind Energy through the
Lens of National Security, 2018 MICH.
ST. L. REV. 587-618 (2018).

The Agricultural Law Bibliography
Hanson, New York's Clean Energy
Standard: Can Renewable Energy
Development Revitalize Upstate New
York's Economy? 26 BUFF. ENVTL. L. J.
55-84 (2018-2019).
Rossi & Serkin, Energy Exactions, 104
CORNELL L. REV. 643-713 (2019).
Hudson, MLPs & the Commercial Wind
Energy Industry: Fighting the Tax Laws
in the Fight to stay Afloat, 14 TEX.
J. OIL, GAS & ENERGY L. 129-160
(2019).
Note, Sunny and Share: Balancing
Airspace Entitlement Rights between
Solar Energy Adopters and their
Neighbors, 72 VAND. L. REV. 1075-1114
(2019).
Environmental Issues
Shiva, Earth Democracy: Sustainability,
Justice, and Peace, 26 BUFF. ENVTL. L.
J. 1-14 (2018- 2019).
Adams, Olexa & Reynolds, Federal
Invasive Alien Species Policy:
Incremental Approaches and the
Promise of Comprehensive Reform, 23
DRAKE J. AGRI. L. 291-352 (2018).
Note, Sleeper Seed: How Palmer
Amaranth Infiltrated America's
Heartland, 23 DRAKE J. AGRI. L. 529547 (2018).
Note, When Industry Knocks:
Ohio Department of Agriculture's
Fight to Control Pollution Permits
for Concentrated Animal Feeding
Operations, 67 CLEV. ST. L. REV. 599624 (2019).
Note, The Sword and the Shield: Disunity
over the Application of the Clean Water
Act's Permit Shield Provision, 7 LSU J.
ENERGY L. & RESOURCES 585-610
(2019).
Yager & Hart, The Tipping Point
Source: Clean Water Act Regulation
of Discharges to Surface Water via
Groundwater, and Specific Implications
for Nonpoint Source Agriculture, 23

DRAKE J. AGRI. L. 439-468 (2018).
Comment, Legal Solutions in the Face
of an Impending Water Crisis: ReEvaluating the Southwest's Approach to
Water Management, 40 U. LA VERNE L.
REV. 109-127 (2019).
Farm Labor
Aliens
Note, DACA and Agriculture: Why
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
should not be Allowed to End, 23
DRAKE J. AGRI. L. 549-567 (2018).
General & Social Welfare
Student Article, Expanding Pockets,
Shrinking Farms: How the "Buy and
Dry" Method Creates Vulnerability in
the Farming Labor Market, 22 U. DENV.
WATER L. REV. 723-744 (2019).
Note, Unreasonable Exemptions:
Analyzing the Agricultural Worker
Exemptions to Workers' Compensation
Laws in Light of Rodriguez v. Brand
West Dairy, 24 DRAKE J. AGRIC. L.
75-96 (2019).
Farm Policy and Legislative Analysis
Domestic
Note, Hemp: How the Comeback Crop
is Budding in the Bluegrass, 11 KY. J.
EQUINE, AGRI. & NAT. RESOURCES
L. 103-134 (2018-2019).
Coppess, High Cotton and the Low
Road: An Unraveling Farm Bill Coalition
and Its Implications, 23 DRAKE J. AGRI.
L. 353-412 (2018).
Bradbury et al., Agriculture and
Environmental Law: Focusing on
Defense Strategies, 24 DRAKE J. AGRIC.
L. 7-30 (2019).
International
Rodgers, Towards a "New" Agricultural
Law? Securing "Public Goods" from
Agriculture, Special Festschrift Edition:
Celebrating the Scholarship and Work of
Professor Neil Hamilton. 24 DRAKE J.
AGRIC. L. 241-254 (2019).
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Food and Drug Law
Pomeranz & Harris, Federal Regulation
of Infant and Toddler Food and Drink
Marketing and Labeling, 45 AM. L. L. &
MED. 32-56 (2019).
Eisen, Milked: Nature, Necessity,
and American Law, 34 BERKELEY J.
GENDER L. & JUSTICE 71-115 (2019).
Comment, The National Bioengineered
Food Disclosure Standard; A Change
to Settle the Natural Debate? 25 GEO.
MASON L. REV. 522-549 (2018).
Note, Food Waste: A Regulatory Game?
24 DRAKE J. AGRIC. L. 97-116 (2019).
Note, Tobacco Policy without Blowing
Smoke, 24 DRAKE J. AGRIC. L. 117-142
(2019).
Cardwell, Towards an Integrated
Agricultural and Food Policy: A Role
for Diet? Special Festschrift Edition:
Celebrating the Scholarship and Work of
Professor Neil Hamilton, 24 DRAKE J.
AGRIC. L. 207-216 (2019).
Nuckolls, How Democratic Is Our Food
System? Brief Reflections on the State of
Food Democracy in the United States,
Special Festschrift Edition: Celebrating
the Scholarship and Work of Professor
Neil Hamilton, 24 DRAKE J. AGRIC. L.
231-240 (2019).
Forestry
Bradshaw, Agency Engagement with
Stakeholder Collaborations, in Wildfire
Policy and Beyond, 51 ARIZ. ST. L. J.
437-504 (2019).
Hunger and Food Security Issues
Note, New Kid on the Block: How
Blockchain Can Improve the United
States Food Sector, 24 DRAKE J. AGRIC.
L. 341-368 (2019).
Comment, The Global Food Security
Act: America's Strategic Approach to
Combating World Hunger, 14 J. FOOD
L. & POL'Y 350-369 (2018).

The Agricultural Law Bibliography
Note, Homeless and Hungry:
Demanding the Right to Share Food,
46 FORDHAM URB. L. J. 1004-1040
(2019).
Hunting, Recreation and Wildlife
Comment, Un-Pheasant Consequences:
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act Circuit
Split, the Trump Administration, and
a Sensible Interpretation of 16 U.S.C.
Section 703, 7 LSU J. ENERGY L. &
RESOURCES 497-523 (2019).
Case Note, Unoccupied: How a Single
Word Affects Wyoming's Ability to
Regulate Tribal Hunting through a
Federal Treaty; Herrera v. Wyoming, 19
WYO. L. REV. 271-303 (2019).
Land Reform
Parent, City-Wide: A Strategy for
Sustainable Growth, 55 CAL. W. L. REV.
363-386 (2019).
Land Use Regulation
Land Use Planning and Farmland
Preservation Techniques
Cox, Edward E. Corporate and
Trust Ownership of Farmland: An
Examination of Fiduciary Duties Applied
to Soil Health and Conservation. 24
Drake J. Agric. L. 31-48 (2019)
Livestock and Packers & Stockyards
Comment, The Show-Me State's hidden
Cruelty: How Missouri's Ag-Gag Laws
Unconstitutionally Silence AnimalWelfare Whistleblowers, 63 ST. LOUIS
U. L. J. 611-639 (2019).
Hog Farming: Past, Present and Future
Panel, 34 J. LAND USE & ENVTL. L.
267-339 (2019).
Ristino, Green Ham and Eggs, 267-290.
Ebery, Establishing and Enforcing a
right to Truthful Information about Pig
Frming in a Fake News Era, 291-312.

Future: An Economist's View, 313-323
(2019).
Patents and Other Intellectual
Property Rights in Agriculture
Ellixson et al., Legal and Economic
Implications of Farm Data: Ownership
and Possible Protections, 24 DRAKE J.
AGRIC. L. 49-66 (2019)
Comment, Intellectual Property
Protection for Food: Balancing
Competing Policy Objectives, 40 U. LA
VERNE L. REV. 128-152 (2019).
Public Lands
Nagle, What if the Grand Canyon had
become the Second National Park? 51
ARIZ ST. L. J. 675-721 (2019).
Note, The Western Frontier: The Political
Battle of National Monument Lands and
Its Effects on Public Grazing Lands and
the Beef Industry, 23 DRAKE J. AGRI. L.
489-509 (2018).
Squillace, Rethinking Public Land Use
Planning, 43 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV.
415-478 (2019).
Rural Development
Note, When Nowhere becomes
Somewhere: Gentrification in Rural
Communities and how Proactive
Community Planning and a Progressive
Property Valuation System can Stem the
Tide, 107 KY. L. J. 727-745 (2018-2019).
Sustainable and Organic Farming
Cox, Sustainable Agricultural Land
Tenure, Special Festschrift Edition:
Celebrating the Scholarship and Work of
Professor Neil Hamilton, 24 DRAKE J.
AGRIC. L. 225-230 (2019).

Curliss, Advances in North Carolina's
Pork Industry are Result of Innovation
on Farms across Value Chain, 325-340.

Taxation
Carlson, Internal Revenue Code Section
453: "Monetizing" the Tax Deferred
Installment Sale of Farmland and Farm
Commodities, 52 CREIGHTON L. REV.
153-168 (2019).

Zering, Hog Farming: Past, Present and

Student Article, The Constitutionality
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of Taxing Agricultural and Land Use
Emissions, 49 ENVTL. L. REP. NEWS &
ANALYSIS 10953-10971 (2019).
Transportation
Dundon & Abkowitz, Regulatory and
Private Approaches to Addressing
Impacts to Transportation Infrastructure
from Oil and Gas Operations in Rural
Communities: Using the Law to Build a
Toolkit for Local Planners, 45 TRANSP.
L. J. 95-130 (2018).
Water Rights: Agriculturally Related
Comment, From Wine to Water: Wet
Markets for Dry Times, 51 ARIZ. ST. L.
J. 821-844 (2019).
Nichols et al., Standardizing Temporary
Water Transfer Procedures in Colorado,
22 U. DENV. WATER L. REV. 497-533
(2019).
Note, River Kings: In California's
Imperial Valley, Who Owns the Water
from the Colorado River, and What
Rights Does That Ownership Confer? 24
DRAKE J. AGRIC. L. 297-318 (2019).
Comment, Legal Solutions in the Face
of an Impending Water Crisis: ReEvaluating the Southwest's Approach to
Water Management, 40 U. LA VERNE L.
REV. 109-127 (2019).

Feature Articles: Food Law
Our guest editor for the feature articles
in food law is Allison Condra, who has
been an AALA member since attending
law school at Drake University. Alli is
now an associate with Davis Wright
Tremaine LLP in its Portland office,
where she represents food, beverage
and pet food companies, distributors,
retailers, farms and restaurants. Readers
may want to check out DWT's Food
Venture Financing News, available here:

https://www.dwt.com/insights/2020/11/
food-venture-financing-news-weeklyissue-no-36.
When we first discussed potential food
law topics with her, Alli churned out
a list of at least two dozen ideas-- a
testament to her engagement in and
knowledge of current food law issues.
She narrowed that list to the three topics
you'll see below. Thank you to Alli for

serving as our guest editor and bringing
these articles to the Update, and many
thanks to the authors for sharing their
time and expertise in food law.

Legalizing Home Cooking: Legislating the Next Food Economy
Liz Allen

Liz is an attorney and the Policy Director for COOK Alliance in Oakland, California, which advocates legalization of home restaurants.

Imagine getting takeout from your
neighbor rather than a restaurant.
Imagine the Tamale lady able to legally
cook out of her home. Imagine dining-in
with friends at a neighbor's home. This is
a new reality in California.
In 2018, the non-profit the COOK
Alliance ("Creating Opportunities,
Opening Kitchens") passed the
Microenterprise Home Kitchen
Operation bill in California ("MEHKO")
and created a way under certain
circumstances for people to permit
their home kitchens and sell meals to
the public. COOK Alliance is a group
of activists, cooks, entrepreneurs, and
policy-makers focused on legalizing
home restaurants in the United States.
This new law (followed up by a 2019
clean-up bill) created the first-of-its kind
permit for budding food entrepreneurs,
adding a much needed bottom rung to
the food entrepreneurship ladder.
This new law allows cooks to serve hot
meals, distinguishing it from cottage
food laws. However, it imposes some
limits, such as prohibiting oysters and
raw milk, foods that require a HACCP
plan, and serving alcohol without the
appropriate license from the California
Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control. Additionally, the law limits the
number of meals per week (60) and

imposes a $50,000 per year revenue
cap. To further ensure food safety, each
cook must earn their Food Managers
certification. You can read more about
the requirements here.
After the passage of the MEHKO law
in California, generally considered a
trend-setting state, Washington ran and
Utah introduced copycat bills in 2020.
More states are expected to follow suit
in 2021. Similar to cottage food laws,
food policy experts expect this trend to
slowly sweep the nation. Advocates who
want to work on such legislation should
first examine what statutory schemes
are already allowed, such as cottage
food, food trucks, and food carts. They
will then need to consider a myriad of
topics, such as zoning regulations, water
and waste requirements, and existing
and additional food safety regulations.
They will need to create permitting
schemes, enforcement mechanisms,
and ways to ensure that cooks are not
being criminalized. COOK Alliance
put together an Equity Framework for
new advocates to better understand the
background of at-home cooking and how
to legalize it in an equitable manner.
The California law is opt-in by county, as
the health department sits at the county
level. Thus far, 2 counties have opt-ed
in and several more are poised to do
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so in the coming months. Progress has
stalled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
However, because food production
is largely a recession-proof industry,
this law is also helpful in the COVIDera because it ensures greater safety
for those purchasing food and greater
opportunities for those would-be chefs
who might have lost jobs in other
industries.
You can read more about this new food
movement at: cookalliance.org.

Meeting the Legal Needs of Food Hubs during COVID-19 and Beyond
Sophia Kruszewski
Sophia is an Assistant Professor of Law and the Clinic Director for the Center for Agriculture and Food Systems at Vermont Law School.

It’s clear that COVID-19 has roiled
our food system: from farmers whose
restaurant and institutional customers
shuttered overnight, to essential food
and farm workers who have lacked
access to personal protective equipment,
to exacerbated food insecurity among
the most vulnerable. We still don’t
know how far-reaching the impacts of
the COVID-19 pandemic will be on
our food system—but there are bright
spots. Local and regional food hubs, for
example, have shown nimbleness and
ingenuity, responding to supply chain
needs and filling gaps traditionally
served by larger food distributors. 1
As our food system continues to adjust
to the COVID-19 pandemic and other
forces, attorneys may find opportunities
to support the creation and development
of food hubs. Our Food and Agriculture
Clinic, within Vermont Law School’s
Center for Agriculture and Food
Systems, recently worked with a food
hub client and we identified a number
of issues that attorneys working with
food hubs should be aware of when
approaching this work.
While food hubs can, and do, take many
forms, a food hub is essentially a food
distributor, purchasing and aggregating
from multiple producers, and serving
clients like retail grocers, schools, and
other distributors. Food hubs may
perform some processing in addition to
aggregation and distribution, and may
sell directly to consumers in addition
to institutional and wholesale buyers.
Regardless of the types of activities

1See, e.g., Anna Paige, Billings-area food hub
grows as consumers seek alternatives to grocery
stores, BILLINGS GAZETTE, Apr. 4, 2020
(Montana); Carrboro launches local food hub amid
coronavirus outbreak, WRAL.COM, Mar. 19, 2020
(North Carolina); and, Douglas Trattner, Central
Kitchen Teams up With Local Farms to Offer EndAround to National Meat Shortages, CLEVELAND
SCENE, May 6, 2020 (Ohio).

the food hub conducts or the markets
within which it operates, food hubs are
distinguished by their unique focus
on local and regional products, and
many hold dual missions of ensuring
fair prices to farmers while increasing
access to healthy food. Indeed, a survey
of 119 food hubs, conducted by the
Wallace Center and Michigan State
University’s Center for Regional Food
Systems in 2017, found that over 90% of
respondents identified improving human
heath, market access for small-scale
farmers, and environmentally sensitive
production practices as central values.
Nearly 90% of hubs surveyed sourced
primarily, if not exclusively, from smalland mid-sized farms. USDA’s Food
Hub Directory currently identifies 250
of these entities nationwide, though
some estimates put the total number of
operations that identify as food hubs
closer to 400. That number may well be
increasing to meet supply chain needs
during the COVID-19 pandemic, as
farms and organizations have pivoted
their models to aggregate farm products
and get them on grocery store shelves
and directly to customers seeking
contactless pickup and delivery options.
While some of these entities may already
have formal legal structures in place,
others are newly formed. As these
entities determine whether to continue
operating post-COVID-19, they will
likely need legal support to address
issues of liability and governance.
They may also need help navigating
the various local, state, and federal
requirements that come into play as they
mature and expand.
The food hub our Clinic worked
with had been storing products and
dispatching deliveries from their
primary supplier’s farm, but had
outgrown the space. Preparing to move
into a new warehouse, they wanted
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to understand the legal obligations that
came with expanding their sales, products
carried, and markets served. As we
discussed the food hub’s willingness to
grow and carry a range of new products,
we realized just how rapidly the sector is
expanding.
The food hub only aggregated products,
marketing a mix of fresh, frozen, and
shelf-stable goods ranging from raw
produce, to cheese and yogurt, to frozen
meat, to chocolate. Because they did not
process the foods, the range of potentially
applicable regulations narrowed, but
was still quite extensive. Here’s what we
learned from our work:
• Food hubs may serve a range of
clients from direct to wholesale;
some may offer freight services (bill
of lading) in addition to purchasing
and reselling products; some may
only aggregate products while others
may also do some light processing.
Understanding the full picture of
products, activities, and markets is
critical to identifying which regulations
apply.
• At the state level, meat and dairy
handling, warehouse, and alcohol
licensing requirements are most
common, depending on the type
of products the hub is storing and
transporting.
• At the federal level, a range of
food safety regulations applies. And
depending on sales volume and hub
structure, requirements may vary. Most
food hubs need to register with FDA
as food facilities. A limited number
may meet the definition of a secondary
activities farm if they are majority
owned by farmers, and the majority of
aggregated product comes from those

Preventive Controls for Human
Food Rule (21 C.F.R. Part 117)
requirements, depending on sales.
• Many food hubs, as food carriers,
also need to comply with the FSMA
Sanitary Transportation Rule, which
is triggered by food sales over
$500,000 averaged over the past three
years (or $561,494 in 2020 dollars).
Notably, FSMA expanded the
definition of “adulterated” under 21
U.S.C. 331(a) to include food that has
been transported under conditions
that do not comply with the Sanitary
Transportation Rule, in addition
to adding noncompliance with the
Sanitary Transportation Rule as a
separate prohibited act at 21 U.S.C.
331(hh).
•Only 6% of food hubs surveyed had
over $7 million in food sales. So it is
reasonable to assume that most will
not have to comply with the FSMA
Intentional Adulteration Rule—both
because the threshold to trigger
compliance is $10 million (or $11.2
million in 2020 dollars), and because
facilities that only hold food (other
than in liquid storage tanks) are also
exempt.

499a-t), which establishes a process
for prompt resolution of contract
disputes between produce buyers and
sellers. Nearly all entities involved
in the marketing of “commercial
quantities” of fruits and vegetables—
or more than 2,000 pounds on any
given day—must have a PACA
license. Notably, if a food hub meets
the 2,000-pound threshold and has
been operating without a license,
they must pay retroactive fees for
each month since they reached the
threshold.
Each state has its own nuanced
requirements when it comes to entities
that aggregate, store, and distribute
various food and agricultural products—
and each food hub is unique. As farmers,
food producers, and food hubs consider
formalizing and continuing the ad hoc
aggregation and distribution efforts that
arose during the COVID-19 crisis, there
is a clear role for lawyers in supporting
the viability of these enterprises. We
hope these insights may prove useful
for attorneys newly engaging with this
sector.

•Finally, in our experience, one of
the most overlooked requirements
for food hubs is obtaining a license
under the Perishable Agriculture
Commodities Act (PACA, 7 U.S.C.
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The current COVID-19 pandemic has
disrupted the traditional methods of
business and operations of food and
beverage startups. In our work with
food and beverage startups, we have
noticed that our food and beverage
startup clients were unexpectedly
faced with the task of adapting future
projections amid economic uncertainty.
Early-stage food and beverage startups
initially faced difficulties negotiating
company valuations with third-party
investors. After a solid start to 2020,
economic uncertainty caused investors

to calculate lower valuations for
startups in all sectors, including food
and beverage. Additionally, the rapid
demand for CPG products overburdened
traditional supply chains, which resulted
in third-party distributors and vendors
reneging key terms in contracts with
food and beverage startups in order to
fulfill contract terms for large food and
beverage companies.
The disruption caused by the COVID-19
pandemic has impacted the ability of
food and beverage startups to attract
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investors and raise private capital after
a strong climate for capital investments
in 2019 and the beginning of 2020. The
initial few months of the COVID-19
pandemic caused many investors to
rethink their investment strategies, and
we saw a dip in the number of private
capital investments through the summer
of 2020 as compared to last year. Initially,
many food and beverage companies
sought out government assistance
programs, such as the Paycheck
Protection Program (“PPP”), as a source
of capital to survive until private capital

investments resume. However, PPP loans
were only temporary measures, and
many companies have realized the need
to adapt their financial projections and
business models to attract other sources
of capital.
Companies seeking other sources
of capital may need to reassess their
expectations of investment terms. In
the current investment environment, we
would recommend that attorneys guide
emerging food and beverage startups on
the following points:
• Convertible Securities. It is
preferable for food and beverage
companies to raise funds through
convertible securities to avoid
pegging the valuation of the
securities to the outside financing
round. Convertible promissory
notes, warrants, and Simple
Agreements for Future Equity
(SAFEs) are attractive investment
instruments.
• Financial Runway. We would
recommend that food and beverage
startups raise enough funds for a
12-month runway in the current
environment. The hope is that
economic uncertainty due to the
pandemic will subside toward the
end of that period, and startups
will be able to negotiate reasonable
valuations to raise priced equity and
debt rounds.
• Valuations. Valuations have
been in flux since the beginning
of the pandemic, and it is difficult
for investors and early-stage food
and beverage companies to agree
on valuations. Food and beverage
companies should seek funds from
other sources, such as banks and
government loan programs, rather
than raise capital. Companies with a
stable 6-12 month revenue run rate in
the pandemic business environment
may be able to improve valuations
afterwards.
Although food and beverage startups
faced challenges adjusting to the effects
of COVID-19 and economic uncertainty,
many innovative startups are created

during economic downturns. Based
on prior trends, we expect a number
of innovative food and beverage
startups to spring up. As food and
beverage startups begin to embrace
innovation, technology becomes a
key component of these companies.
Attorneys working with startups in the
food and beverage technology space
should advise their clients to ensure
that all intellectual property, both
tangible and intangible, related to the
company’s business is properly assigned
to the company. Investors of food and
beverage technology startups will begin
to diligently analyze the company’s
intellectual property, so it is important
that attorneys review intellectual
property matters in sufficient detail with
their food and beverage startup clients.
While many food and beverage
companies have traditionally depended
on brick-and-mortar to sell products,
the COVID-19 pandemic has forced
companies to explore new options
to reach consumers. The reliance on
ecommerce platforms and food delivery
services has increased substantially
in order to adapt to consumer
preferences. Although the initial shift
to minimize person-to-person contact
was spurred by lockdown and social
distancing measures, consumers are
likely to increase the use of ecommerce
platforms, prompting food and beverage
startups to factor ecommerce and food
delivery into their long-term growth
plans. Attorneys should work with their
early-stage food and beverage clients to
assess whether these companies have
adjusted their long-term strategies
to incorporate technology solutions,
if possible. Investors will want to see
that companies have adapted their
marketing and sales strategies to reach
a broader range of consumers that will
rely on technology to purchase food and
beverage products.
Along with the move towards
ecommerce solutions, consumers have
changed their dietary habits by focusing
on healthier and sustainable food and
beverage options. Certain sectors, such
as plant-based proteins, nutritional
supplements, and health and wellness,
have been able to prosper in the current
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environment as a result of consumer
emphasis on healthier products. The
COVID-19 pandemic has substantially
increased the growth rates of these
sectors, which will expect to continue
to grow in the future. Thus, we expect
to see growth in the number of new
companies entering these sectors, and we
expect investors ranging from food and
beverage to tech will continue to focus
their investments here.
As the economy adjusts to the current
COVID-19 environment, potential
investors and buyers have slowly
resumed capital investments and
acquisitions in the food and beverage
sector. Rather than focusing primarily
on revenue as a factor for evaluating
target companies, strategic investors
and buyers have factored in long-term
growth, profitability, market conditions,
and the COVID-19 pandemic’s effects
on business for calculating valuations
for food and beverage companies. This
broader approach for valuing companies
reflects the belief that changes due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, such as
reliance on ecommerce platforms and
preferences for sustainable products, will
have long-term impacts on the food and
beverage industry. Food and beverage
startups should evaluate how the
COVID-19 pandemic has affected their
business models and consumer bases in
order to be well-positioned to thrive in a
post-COVID-19 world.

